Revolutionary in Design. Take
Flight With Infinite Comfort.
Flight™ safety eyewear soars into a new
territory of comfort, with an unconventional,
patent-pending temple design that will
change the face of traditional safety eyewear.
Now, workers who dread headaches due to
long-term eyewear use, can turn to Flight.
Featuring soft, cushioned temple ‘wings’
that softly hug the head, Flight’s Temple
Technology™ construction helps alleviate the
pinching behind the ears that employees hate…
which, in turn, helps to reduce employer issues
with compliance. A soft, rubber nosepiece and
a lightweight design contribute added features
to ensure unparalleled comfort.
The unique floating lens design, which allows
air flow between the frame and the lens, helps
fight fogging. Plus, Flight safety eyewear
provides exceptional impact protection. It meets
and exceeds ANSI Z87+, CSA Z94.3 and the
ballistics section of the U.S. Military Standard.

Patent-pending
temple design.

Flight — with Temple Technology features
— pilots a new era of safety eyewear, with
temples that provide superior comfort
and fit for any size face. Put your whole
crew in Flight and watch comfort … as
well as compliance … take off.

FLIGHT™ Features
• Cushioned temple ‘wings’ softly hug the user’s head,
alleviating pinching that workers hate.
• Floating lens design helps fight fog and provides
ultramodern style.
• Additional comfort features include lightweight
construction and rubber nosepiece.
• Contrasting temple tips give Flight a sharp look.

Flight™ provides ultimate comfort for all-day wear due to a revolutionary
temple design, along with exceptional impact protection.

• Meets ANSI Z87+, CSA Z94.3 and the ballistics
section of the U.S. Military Standard, MIL-PRF-31013,
Clause 3.5.1.1.
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Ordering Information
Part #
35GY80
35BK83
35GY75
35GY79
35GY0M
35BK8M
35BK9M

Frame
Gray
Black
Gray
Gray
Gray
Black
Black

Temple Tips
Black
Gray
Black
Black
Black
Gray
Gray

Lens
Clear
Gray
Amber
Clear Anti-Fog
Clear In/Out Mirror
Silver Mirror
Blue Mirror

soft nosepiece
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Flight’s patent-pending temples
fit snugly against the head,
while alleviating pinching.
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